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MILLING MACHINE ERROR MODELLING AND ANALYSIS IN THE
MACHINING OF CIRCULAR-ARC-TOOTH-TRACE CYLINDRICAL
GEARS

Summary
This paper is to study errors of a milling machine used for the machining of CircularArc-Tooth-Trace (CATT) cylindrical gears. A topological structure model of the milling
machine is established using the lower numbered body array approach. Coordinate
transformation matrices between adjacent parts of the milling machine are set up by the D-H
homogeneous transformation matrix. Based on the topological structure model and
transformation matrices, a comprehensive error model of a milling machine used for the
machining of CATT gears is established. According to the error model, the angle errors of the
milling point are linear combinations of the angle errors of moving parts, while the
displacement errors of the milling point are related to displacement errors, the angle errors of
moving parts, the adjustment parameters of machine tools, and the geometric parameters of
the gear. Finally, the influence of the errors of the cutter head on the milling point errors in
the machining of CATT gears are discussed. The research can provide a theoretical basis for
the error analysis, precision design, and the geometric error compensation of a milling
machine used for CATT gear machining.
Key words:
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1. Introduction
Circular Arc Tooth Trace (CATT) transmission is a new type of parallel axle gear wheel
transmission. Compared with the traditional spur gear drive and helical gear drive, the CATT
drive has better contact and lubrication characteristics and bending strength and it also has
lower sensitivity to installation error; in the CATT transmission, there is no axial force
because the tooth traces are arcs and the meshing surfaces of the drive is a concave surface
and a convex surface [1]. Since the first application of circular arc tooth line to cylindrical
gears in 1940s, many scholars have done a great deal of research on the processing method,
mathematical model, meshing characteristics and strength of CATT gears. Tseng [2] proposed
to machine CATT gears with a double-sided cutter head; the author deduced a mathematical
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model of the gear, discussed the undercutting conditions of the gear, and analysed the contact
characteristics of the gear pair. Andrei [3] applied a single-edged cutter head with cutter tilt to
the milling of CATT gears and presented a mathematical model of the gear tooth surface.
Tseng [4] and Dai Yutang et al. [5] put forward a method of hobbing the CATT gears
successively; the authors studied the hobbing mechanism of the gear, realized continuous
cutting for the gear, and deduced a mathematical model of the gear. Yi-Cheng Wu [6]
proposed to manufacture CATT gears by using two complementary tooth-shaped cutters. A
mathematical model of tooth surface was obtained and the contact characteristics were
analysed. Ma Zhenqun [7] put forward a method of producing CATT gears by using a doublesided cutter head with cutter inclination, and realized the CNC modification of the tooth
surface of the gear. Zhao Fei [8] studied the CATT gear machined by a rotary cutter head with
double edges; the author deduced the equation of the full tooth surface of the CATT gear with
transition tooth surface, and proposed a calculation method of the parameter range of the full
tooth surface. Using the finite element method, Andrei [9] analysed the stress distribution in
the CATT gear machined with a single-edged cutter head with inclination tilt. When
compared with a herringbone gear pair with the same parameters, the CATT gear pair
exhibited higher bending strength. Fuentes [10] established a model of CATT gears machined
by single-edged and double-edged cutter heads and analysed the influence of the matching
relationship of cutter head radius on the contact characteristics of the CATT gear pair using
the finite element method. Chen Y C [11] modified CATT gears and analysed the contact
stress and transmission error of the gear drive by using the finite element method. Sun Zhijun
[12] introduced the length coefficient of contact line for the line contact CATT gear pair
based on the Hertz contact theory, and established a contact stress calculation model of the
gear, which provided a reference for the calculation of the CATT drive contact stress.
However, there is no relevant research on the errors in the machining of CATT gears.
The gear machining errors directly affect the contact quality of gears, which affects the
contact strength, bending strength, and the fatigue life of gear transmission. V. Simon
[13][14] studied the change in the contact stress and the transmission error of spiral bevel gear
and hypoid gear drives caused by the change in machine tool adjustment parameters. Tang
Jinyuan [15] conducted the contact analysis of spiral bevel gear transmission with errors; the
analysis showed that the machine tool motion errors and installation errors had a great
influence on the contact quality of the spiral bevel gear tooth surface. A gear machine tool is a
multi-body system. Gear machining errors are related to the adjustment parameter errors,
motion errors, and component installation errors. Chen Shuhan [16] studied the machining
errors of a six-axis NC grinder used for spiral bevel gears; they established a comprehensive
error model of the grinder by using the multi-body system theory and homogeneous
transformation matrices. Ming Xingzu et al. [17] analysed the geometric error and the thermal
error of a face gear NC grinding machine and established a comprehensive mathematical
model of the grinding machine error. Zhou Chao [18] studied the relationship between the
grinding wheel position errors and the spiral bevel gear tooth surface errors; they also put
forward a concept of error-sensitive directions of the spindle eccentricity error and vertical
error and a calculation method for determining the error-sensitive direction. Wang Yanzhong
et al. [19] analysed the influence of machine tool errors on the surface profile of face gear; in
addition, the authors obtained the rule of face gear surface deviation caused by errors of
machine tool components and established a mathematical expression of machine tool
adjustment parameters.
In this paper, a model of the gear milling machine structure is established first based on
the principle of forming the CATT gear. Then, a model of machine tool topological structure
is obtained by using the lower numbered body array approach. The machine tool coordinate
system is derived using the topological structure model. Subsequently, according to the
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coordinate system, the transformation matrices between adjacent bodies are given by the D-H
homogeneous transformation matrix. Finally, the geometric error matrix of the milling point
of CATT gear is deduced and the characteristics of geometric errors at the milling point are
discussed. An example is given to analyse the influence of motion errors of the cutter head on
the geometric errors of milling points.
2. A model of the CATT gear milling machine topological structure
In this section, a topological structure model of the CATT gear milling machine is
established, which lays a theoretical foundation for the comprehensive error modelling of the
gear milling machine. Firstly, according to the principle of forming the CATT gear, a sketch
of the gear milling machine model is developed. Then the topological structure of the gear
milling machine is described by the Huston lower numbered body array method. A
topological structure model and the lower numbered body array of the gear milling machine
are obtained.
2.1

Principle of forming the CATT gear

The CATT gear is milled by a rotary double-edged cutter head as shown in Fig. 1. The
cutter parameters are the same as those of a straight rack cutter. In the figure, rG denotes the
gear blank pitch radius, wT denotes the cutter head rotational speed, wG denotes the gear blank
rotational speed. The expression oT  xT yT zT denotes the cutter head fixed coordinate system,

oW  xW yW zW the gear blank fixed coordinate system, and oG  xG yG zG the moving coordinate
system fixed to the gear blank. The rotating cutter head for the machining CATT gear is
installed on the spindle of the machine tool and rotates around its own axis oT zT . The milling
cutter is fixed onto the cutter head and rotates with the cutter head. In the milling process, the
workpiece rotates around its own axis oG zG , and moves back and forth along the axis xW
simultaneously, forming a generating motion with the cutters. The cutters cut concave and
convex surfaces of the gear teeth at the same time. The gear model created according to this
principle is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1 Principle of forming the CATT gear
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Fig. 2 Three-dimensional model of CATT gear

2.2

Topological structure of a CATT gear milling machine

A sketch of the CATT gear milling machine model designed according to the principle
of forming the CATT gear is shown in Fig. 3. As one can see in Fig. 3, the CATT gear milling
machine system is a typical multi-body system. Therefore, the lower numbered body array
method is used to describe the topological structure of the milling machine system.

Fig. 3 Sketch of the CATT gear milling machine model
1 bed; 2 X axis component; 3 Z axis component; 4 B axis component; 5 tooth blank; 6 base of cutter head;7
cutter head; 8 cutter

The Huston lower numbered body array method describes the topological structure of a
multi-body system by numbering the bodies in the system according to a certain order. This
method can effectively describe the relationship between topological structures of a multibody system. The numbering steps are as follows: firstly, set a body in the system as B1 and
number it as 1; secondly, number each body according to the natural number growth sequence
in the direction away from B1, from one branch of the system to another, until all the
numbering is completed; then, define the body whose number is i as Bi [20]. Generally, the
system reference coordinate system is set as B0 and numbered as 0.
For an arbitrarily body, Bk, whose adjacent lower numbered body is Bj, the lower
numbered body array operator L is defined as follows.

Lk   j

(1)

According to the numbering rule of the Huston lower numbered body array method, L
operator satisfies

Ln  k   L  Ln1  k  

(2)
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Here, n is a natural number, n  1 .
A supplementary definition of Equation (2) is
0
 L  k   k

 L  0   0

(3)

By applying the Huston lower numbered body array method, the components of gear
milling machine are numbered as follows: earth - B0, bed - B1, X-axis component - B2, Z-axis
component - B3, B-axis component - B4, gear blank - B5, base of the cutter head - B6, cutter
head - B7. The CATT gear milling system is divided into two branches:
Branch 1: bed (B1), X-axis component (B2), Z-axis component (B3), B-axis component
(B4), and gear blank (B5);
Branch 2: bed (B1), base of the cutter head (B6), and cutter head (B7).
According to the description of the topological structure of a CATT gear milling
machine, we obtain the lower numbered body array of the milling machine, as shown in Table
1, and the schematic diagram of the milling machine topological structure, as shown in Fig.4.

Fig. 4 A schematic diagram of the CATT gear milling machine topological structure
Table 1 Lower numbered body array of the CATT gear milling machine

Typical Body
L0(K)
L1(K)
L2(K)
L3(K)
L4(K)
L5(K)

1
1
0
0
0
0
0

2
2
1
0
0
0
0

3
3
2
1
0
0
0

4
4
3
2
1
0
0

5
5
4
3
2
1
0

6
6
1
0
0
0
0

7
7
6
1
0
0
0

3. Comprehensive error modelling for CATT gear milling machine
In this section, a comprehensive error model of the CATT gear milling machine is
established based on the topological structure model of the gear milling machine. Firstly, the
coordinate system of the CATT gear milling machine system is built according to the
topological structure model of the gear milling machine, and the motion errors of each part in
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the machine tool are analysed. Then, based on the hypothesis of small error, the coordinate
transformation matrices between adjacent parts of the machine tool are established by using
the D-H homogeneous transformation matrix. Finally, based on the coordinate transformation
matrices between adjacent parts, a comprehensive error model of the machine tool is
established. The relationship between errors of the milling point and the motion errors of each
part in the milling machine is analysed.
3.1

Error analysis of the CATT gear milling machine

According to the model of the milling machine structure shown in Fig. 3 and the
description of the milling machine topology in Table 1 and Fig. 4, the coordinate system of
the CATT gear milling machine system is established, as shown in Fig. 5, where oi  xi yi zi is

the coordinate system of Bi i =1,2,3,4',4,6,6',7  , Ht is the horizontal cutter location, Vt is the
vertical cutter location, Hw is the horizontal wheel position, Vw is the vertical wheel position,
and x is the displacement along x1 during the processing of gears.

Fig. 5 Coordinate system of the CATT gear milling machine system

In order to facilitate calculation, the D-H homogeneous transformation matrix is used to
describe the relative position between adjacent components. When errors exist, the
transformation matrix of the body Bv to its adjacent low-order body Bs is as follows [21]:

M sv  i M svp Esvp i M svs Esvs

(4)

Here, i M svp is the position transformation matrix from Bv to Bs under ideal condition,
i

M svs is the displacement transformation matrix from Bv to Bs under ideal condition, Esvp is the

position error matrix from Bv to Bs, E svs is the displacement error matrix from Bv to Bs.
Considering errors, the transformation matrix of the body Bk to its arbitrary low-order
body Bo in the same branch is as follows [21]:
u

M ok    i M svp Esvp i M svs Esvs 

(5)

t 0

Here, s  L t 1  k  , v  Lt  k  , u is the number of bodies between Bk and Bo in the same
branch.
Because of assembly errors, manufacturing errors, and the wear of the milling machine
components, there are always three angular errors  ,  ,   around the coordinate axes and
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three translation errors X , Y , Z  along the coordinate axes, irrespective of whether the
body Bv moves or rotates relative to its low-order body Bs. Each of these errors is small.
According to the hypothesis of small error, the position error matrix can be obtained using the
D-H homogeneous transformation matrix [22]:


 1

E


 0

1






1

0

0

X 
Y 
Z 

1 

(6)

In the actual machining of CATT gears, the milling machine system gradually
transitions from a non-stationary state to a stationary state, and the machine temperature rises
first and then stabilizes near a certain value. The motion errors between adjacent bodies are
functions of the temperature. By analysing the structure of the milling machine, it can be seen
that the CATT gear milling machine contains 33 geometric and thermal error elements, as
shown below.
Motion errors of B2: linear displacement error, X(x,t) , straightness error along
x

x

0

0

y2, Y ( x,t )    ( x,t )dx , straightness error along z2,  Z ( x,t )     ( x,t )dx ; roll error

 ( x,t ) , pitch error  ( x,t ) , and yaw error  (x,t) .

Motion errors of B6: linear displacement error, Y( y,t) , straightness error along
y

x6,  X (y ,t )     ( y,t )dy , straightness error along z6,  Z (y ,t ) 
0

error

 ( y,t ) , pitch error ( y,t ) , and yaw error  ( y,t) .



y
0

 ( y,t )dy ; roll

Motion errors of B3: linear displacement error, Z( z,t) , straightness error along
z

z

0

0

x3, X ( z,t )    ( z,t )dz , straightness error along y3,  Y ( z,t )=-   ( z,t )dz ; roll error

 (z,t) , pitch error  ( z,t ) , and yaw error  ( z,t ) .

Motion errors of B4: linear displacement errors, X ( ,t ) , Y ( ,t) , and Z( ,t)
along x4 , y4, and z4, respectively; angle errors
y4, and z4, respectively.

( ,t ) ,  ( ,t) , and  ( ,t ) around x4 ,

Motion errors of B7: linear displacement errors X (z ,t ) , Y (z ,t ) , and Z(z ,t )
along x6’ , y6’, and z6,’respectively; angle errors (z ,t ) ,  (z ,t) , and  ( z ,t ) around x6’ ,
y6’, and z6,’ respectively.
Due to the manufacturing and assembly errors, there are also vertical errors
between X, Y, and Z axes,  xy ,  yz , and  zx .
3.2

Coordinate transformation matrix between adjacent bodies

The transformation matrix between adjacent bodies can be established based on the
analysis presented above.
When there is no error, the transformation matrices between components are as follows:
Coordinate transformation matrix from B2 to B1:
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x
1 0 0 
0 1 0

0 0 1
0 0

(7)

Coordinate transformation matrix from B3 to B2:
1
0
i
A23  
0

0

0
1 0 0 
0 1 Vw 

0 0 1
0 0

(8)

Coordinate transformation matrix from B4 to B3:
1
0
A34 '  
0

0

i

A4 '4

Hw 
0 1 0 
1 0
0 

0 0
1 
0

0

 cos
 sin

 0

 0

 sin
cos
0
0

(9)

0 0
0 0 
1 0

0 1

(10)

Coordinate transformation matrix from B6 to B1:
1
0
i
A16  
0

0

0 0 Ht 
1 0 0 
0 1 0

0 0 1

(11)

Coordinate transformation matrix from B7 to B6:
1
0
A66'  
0

0

0
1 0 0 
0 1 Vt 

0 0 1

(12)

1
0
i
A6'7  
0

0

0 0 0
1 0 0 
0 1 0

0 0 1

(13)

0 0

When errors exist, the transformation matrices between components are as follows:
Coordinate transformation matrix from B2 to B1:
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 ( x,t )  ( x,t )
 1
  ( x,t )
1
 ( x,t )
A12  
   ( x,t )  ( x,t )
1

0
0
 0
 1
 0
B12  
  zx

 0

0
1

 yz
0
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x  X ( x,t ) 
Y ( x,t ) 
Z ( x,t ) 

1


 zx 0 
 yz 0 
1

0

0

1

(14)

(15)

Coordinate transformation matrix from B3 to B2:
 ( z,t )  ( z,t )
X ( z,t ) 
 1
  ( z,t )
1
 ( z,t )
Y ( z,t ) 


A23 
   ( z,t )  ( z,t )
Vw  Z ( z,t ) 
1


0
0
1
 0


(16)

Coordinate transformation matrix from B4 to B3:

A4 ' 4

cos(   ( ,t ))
 sin(   ( ,t ))
 ( ,t ) X ( ,t )


sin(   ( ,t ))
cos(   ( ,t ))
 ( ,t ) Y ( ,t ) 


  ( ,t )sin(   ( ,t ))
 ( ,t )sin(   ( ,t ))

1
Z ( ,t ) 

   ( ,t )cos(   ( ,t )) + ( ,t )cos(   ( ,t ))


0
0
0
1 

(17)

Coordinate transformation matrix from B6 to B1:
 ( y,t )  ( y,t ) H t  X ( y,t ) 
 1
  ( y,t )
1
 ( y,t )
Y ( y,t ) 


A16 
   ( y,t )  ( y,t )
1
Z ( y,t ) 


0
0
1
 0

1

B16   xy
0

0

 xy
1
0
0

0 0
0 0

1 0

0 1

(18)

(19)

Coordinate transformation matrix from B7 to B6:
1
 ( z ,t )  ( z ,t ) X ( z ,t ) 

  ( ,t )
 ( z ,t ) Y ( z ,t ) 
1
z

A6'7  
   ( z ,t )  ( z ,t )
Z ( z ,t ) 
1


0
0
0
1



(20)
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Establishment of a comprehensive error model for a CATT gear milling machine

Suppose that a milling point on the CATT gear tool surface is Pt, the coordinate system
at Pt is ot  xt yt zt , the corresponding milling point on the workpiece surface is Pw, and the
coordinate system at Pw is ow  xw yw zw , as shown in Fig. 5. When there is no error,

ot  xt yt zt and ow  xw yw zw coincide, and there is no machining error for the tooth surface.
From Fig. 4 and Equations (4) and (5), the transformation matrix from the cutter head
coordinate system to the gear blank coordinate system can be deduced as follows:
i

M 47   i M 14 

1 i

M 17

(21)

i

M 14  i A12 i A23 A34' i A4'4

(22)

i

M 17  i A16 A66' i A6'7

(23)

When there are errors, ot  xt yt zt and ow  xw yw zw will be separated, resulting in milling
errors of the CATT gear tooth surface. From Equation (4) and (5), the transformation matrix
from the cutter head coordinate system to the gear blank coordinate system can be derived as
follows:

M47   M14  M17

(24)

M14  B12 A12 A23 A34 ' A4 ' 4

(25)

M17  B16 A16 A66' A6' 7

(26)

1

According to Equation (4), M 47 can be expressed as below:
M 47  i M 47 Et

(27)

Here: Et is the position error matrix of the cutter head.
According to Equation (27), the position error matrix of the cutter head is:

Et   i M 47  M 47
1

(28)

Then the position error matrix for different milling points can be expressed as:

E  r2 Et r1

(29)

Here, r1 is the transformation matrix from the actual milling point coordinate system to
the actual cutter head coordinate system, and r2 is the transformation matrix from the
theoretical cutter head coordinate system to the theoretical milling point coordinate system.
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1

r1  0

0

0


1

r2  0

0

0
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π

m  u sin  )cos  
4

π
( Rt  m  u sin  )sin  

4

u cos 

1


0 0 ( Rt 
1 0
0 1
0 0

(30)

π

m  u sin  )cos 
4

π
1 0 ( Rt  m  u sin  )sin  

4

0 1
u cos 

0 0
1

0 0 ( Rt 

(31)

Here, ‘’ denotes the inside and outside edges of the cutter, respectively, and the upper
part of the symbol is taken for the inner edge;  is the phase of the milling point,
b
b
1
1
 arcsin      arcsin   , b is the tooth width, Rt is the radius of the cutter head.
2
2
 Rt 
 Rt 

According to the hypothesis of small error, E can be given as follows:
 1

E z
  y

 0

 z
1

x
0

y
 x
1
0

 x 
 y 

 z 

1 

(32)

Insert all the errors into Equation (29) and neglect the error terms of quadratic and over;
each error in Equation (32) can be obtained by considering the influence of all motion errors
of components in the CATT gear milling machine.
 x    y , t     x, t     z , t     , t     z , t    yz

(33)

 y    y , t     x, t     z , t     z , t     , t    zx

(34)

 z   ( , t )    x , t     y , t     z , t     z , t    xy

(35)

 x  X  y, t   X  x, t   X  z, t   X  , t   X  z , t   (   z, t     , t )Vw
 (   x, t     y , t     z , t     , t    zx )Vt
 (   x, t     y , t     z , t    ( z , t)    , t    zx )u cos 
 (   , t     x, t     y, t     z , t     z , t    xy )( Rt 

π
m  u sin  )sin 
4

(36)
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 y  Y  y, t   Y  x, t   Y  z, t   Y  , t   Y  z , t 
 (   , t     x, t     z, t ) x    z, t    ( , t)  H v
 (   , t     x, t     z, t    xy ) xo(1)6   ( , t) H w
(37)

 (  x, t     y, t     z, t     , t    yz )Vt
 (  x, t     y, t     z, t    ( , t)    z , t    yz )u cos 
π
 (   , t     x, t     y, t     z, t     z , t    xy )( Rt  m  u sin  )cos
4
 z  Z  y, t   Z  x, t   Z  z, t   Z  , t   Z  z , t     , t  H w
    x, t     z, t     , t   x     x, t     z, t     , t    zx  H t
π
m  u sin  )sin 
4
π
    x, t     y, t     z, t     z , t     , t    zx  ( Rt  m  u sin  )cos 
4

   x, t     y, t     z, t     , t    z , t    yz  ( Rt 

(38)

From Equations (33)-(38), one can see that there is no coupling term between the
motion errors of parts and the errors of the milling point. The angle errors of the milling point
are a linear combination of the angle errors of the moving parts. When the phase of the
milling point is a constant, the displacement errors of the milling point are linear groups of the
displacement errors of the moving parts and the displacement errors caused by the angle
errors. The displacement errors of milling points are related to the displacement errors and
angle errors of the moving parts, adjustment parameters and motion parameters of machine
tools, and geometric parameters of machined gears.
4. Example

In this section, the processing of the CATT gear concave surface is taken as an example
to analyse the influence of component motion errors on the errors of milling points. Due to
the limited space, only the influence of the position errors of B7 (cutter head) on the errors of
the milling point is discussed. The number of gear teeth is 49, the modulus is 4mm, and the
tooth width is 100mm. The machine tool adjustment parameters are given in Table 2.
The variation range of angle errors of B7 is set as -10×10-5rad~10×10-5rad, and the
variation range of displacement errors is -10μm~10μm. By inserting the motion errors of B7
into Equation (33)-(38), the influence of the motion errors of B7 on the position error of
milling points can be obtained.
Table 2 Adjustment parameters of the CATT gear milling machine

Adjustment parameter

Value

Tooth angle of cutter head αc（°）

22.5

Cutter head radius Rt(mm)

300

Ht(mm)

600

Vt(mm)

200

Hw(mm)

200

Vw(mm)

298
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Fig. 6 The relationship between the angle error around the x-axis of the milling point
and the angle error around the x-axis of B7

Fig. 7 The relationship between the angle error around the y-axis of the milling point
and the angle error around the y-axis of B7

Figures 6 and 7 show the relationship between the angular errors of the milling points
and the motion errors of B7. It can be seen from the figures that the angular errors of the
milling points are only related to the angular errors of the corresponding axis of B7. From Fig.
6, the angle error around the x-axis of the milling point is proportional to the angle error
around the x-axis of B7, which varies from -10×10-5rad to +10×10-5rad. This error will mainly
lead to the rotation error around the x-axis of the tooth surface and to the overcutting (or
undercutting) of the tooth surface. From Fig. 7 one can see that the angle error around the yaxis of the milling point is proportional to that around the y-axis of B7, and its range is also
from -10×10-5rad to +10×10-5rad. This error will mainly cause the pressure angle error of the
tooth surface.
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Fig.8 Relation between the displacement error along the z-axis of the milling point
and the displacement error along the z-axis of B7

Fig.9 Relation between the displacement error along the z-axis of the milling point
and the angle error around the x-axis of B7

Fig. 10 Relation between the displacement error along the z-axis of the milling point
and the angle error around the y-axis of B7
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Figures 8-10 show the relationship between the displacement error along the z-axis of
the milling point and the motion errors of B7. According to the figures, the displacement error
along the z-axis of the milling point is related to the angle errors and displacement errors of
B7, and the phase of the milling point. The displacement error along the z-axis of the milling
point will lead to the offset of the tooth surface along the z-axis resulting in the asymmetry of
the tooth surface with respect to the middle section of the gear. Figure 8 shows that the
displacement error along the z-axis of the milling point is proportional to the displacement
error along the z-axis of B7 when only the displacement error along the z-axis of B7 is taken
into account, and the range is from -10μm to +10μm. Figure 9 shows that the displacement
error along the z-axis of the milling point is a non-linear function of the phase of the milling
point and the angle error around the x-axis of B7 when only the angle error around the x-axis
of B7 is considered. When the angle error around the x-axis of B7 is positive, the z-axis
displacement error of the milling point decreases gradually with an increase in the milling
phase. When the angle error around the x-axis of B7 is negative, the z-axis displacement error
of the milling point increases gradually with an increase in the milling phase. The z-axis
displacement error of the milling point tends to zero when the milling point is located in the
middle section of the gear, and it reaches its maximum or minimum at the end of the tooth
surface. The range of variation is -5.07μm to 5.07μm. Figure 10 shows that the z-axis
displacement error of the milling point is slightly affected by the phase of the milling point
when only the y-axis angle error of B7 is taken into account. When the phase of the milling
point is constant, the z-axis displacement error of the milling point is proportional to the yaxis angle error of B7, and its variation range is -29.57μm to 29.57μm. Comparing Fig. 8,
Fig.9 and Fig.10, one can see that the angle error around the y-axis of B7 has the greatest
influence on the displacement error along the z-axis of the milling point, and that it is not
affected by the milling point phase; the influence of the displacement error along the z-axis
takes the second place, while the influence of the angle error around the x-axis of B7 is the
smallest.
By introducing the motion errors of B7 into Equations (36) and (37), the influence of the
motion errors of B7 on the displacement errors along the x-axis and y-axis of the milling point
can be obtained. However, since the relationship between the displacement errors along the xand y-axes of the milling point and the motion errors of B7 is similar to that between the
displacement errors along the z-axis of the milling point and the motion errors of B7; the
relationships between the displacement errors along the x- and y-axes of the milling point and
the motion errors of B7 are not discussed here.
5. Conclusion

1. According to the model of the CATT gear milling machine, a model of the CATT
gear milling machine topological structure is established by the Huston lower numbered body
array method; based on that model, the coordinate system of the CATT gear milling machine
is established.
2. The error elements of the CATT gear milling machine are analysed based on the
motion mode and spatial allocation of components. According to the hypothesis of small
error, the coordinate transformation matrices of adjacent components are set up using the D-H
homogeneous transformation matrix, and a comprehensive error model of the CATT gear
milling machine is deduced. The relationship between the position error of the milling point
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and the motion error of each component is discussed. The comprehensive error model of the
CATT gear milling machine provides a theoretical basis for the error analysis, accuracy
allocation, and error compensation of the CATT gear milling machine system.
3. Based on the comprehensive error model of the CATT gear milling machine, the
influence of motion errors of B7 on the position errors of milling points is analysed as an
example, and the influence of motion errors of components and the phase of milling points on
the position error of milling points is discussed. In addition, the effect of position errors of the
milling point on the CATT gear tooth surface morphology is also discussed; this makes the
mechanism of tooth surface error clear.
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